
Plant Waterer

FOR FURTHER 
INFORMATION 
CONTACT OUR 

ROCHDALE 
SALES OFFICE ON:

01706 655131 

For Watering Hanging Baskets and General Horticultural Use
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Plastic Ref: MH1000PHB
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The durable impact resistant 

polythene tank comes complete with 

a Robin Petrol Engine Water Pump, 

delivering 45 litres of water per 

minute, with a maximum head of 15 

metres, which is more than adequate 

for most applications. A caged stand 

on platform and an extended lance 

means this unit is versatile enough to 

deliver water to the highest hanging 

basket or flower display.

The water can also be dispensed by 

gravity from a hosepipe to water at 

ground level.

The tank has a lockable tamper proof 

lid, covering the 400mm - diameter 

access hatch, which incorporates the 

filler point and vent. The polythene  

tank is mounted on a galvanised 

chassis unit, manufactured from 

Rolled Hollow Section, fitted with a 

single leaf-spring suspension axle. 

The unit is manufactured to full 

highway specification, with overrun 

and lockable parking brakes. Two 

185 x 14” x 8 ply wheels and tyres 

will be fitted, underneath plastic 

mudguards

The hydraulically damped towing 

unit will be supplied with an eye or 

ball hitch (to suit your 

towing vehicle) 

with a telescopic 

jockey wheel, 

and a prop 

stand will be fitted to 

the rear of the unit. A 

sight contents gauge 

giving a clear indication 

to the level of water will 

be supplied as standard. 

In addition, our standard 

lighting board will be fitted, wired 

through the chassis and connected 

with an international 7-pin plug.
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